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SCHEDULE

ALL SPECTATING AT THE MUSCATELL OJIBWE
FORESTS RALLY IS FREE.
FOR AN EXCLUSIVE VIP EXPERIENCE SEE PAGE 14.
NOT OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
SPECTATORS WELCOME

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 23

TESTING�����������������������������������������������������������8:00AM
MEET & GREET...............................................6-8:00PM
(MUSCATELL SUBARU MOORHEAD, MN)

THURSDAY, AUGUST 24

RECCE��������������������������������������������������������������� 7:00AM
TECH INSPECTION�������������������������������������������� 1:00PM
VIP REGISTRATION........................................ 6-9:00PM
VOLUNTEER REGISTRATION.........................6-10:00PM
SEEDED DRAW...................................................9:00PM

FRIDAY, AUGUST 25

VIP REGISTRATION.........................................7-8:00AM
VOLUNTEER REGISTRATON.......................... 7-10:00AM
VOLUNTEER MEETING.......................................9:30AM
PARC EXPOSE................................... 11:00AM-12:00PM
PRESS CONFERENCE........................................11:00AM
STAGE 1 SPECTATOR LOCATION........................12:45PM
STAGE 3 RED BULL JUMP...................................2:00PM
SERVICE............................................................3:00PM
STAGE 5 SPECTATOR LOCATION..........................5:15PM
STAGE 6 RED BULL JUMP 2................................ 5:50PM
REGIONAL PODIUM CELEBRATION.................... 8:30PM

SATURDAY, AUGUST 26

STAGE 8 SPECTATOR LOCATION....................... 10:40AM
SERVICE........................................................... 12:15PM
STAGE 10 SPECTATOR LOCATION........................1:30PM
STAGE 11 SPECTATOR LOCATION.........................2:15PM
SERVICE............................................................ 3:45PM
STAGE 13 SPECTATOR LOCATION........................5:00PM
PARC EXPOSE - DETROIT LAKES........................6:00PM
DETROIT LAKES STREET STAGE......................... 7:20PM
PRESS CONFERENCE......................................... 8:30PM
PODIUM FINISH CELEBRATION.........................9:00PM
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FOLLOW OJIBWE
FOREST RALLY
WWW.OJIBWEFORESTSRALLY.COM
FACEBOOK

FACEBOOK.COM/OJIBWEFORESTSRALLY

TWITTER

@OJIBWERALLYMN

INSTAGRAM

@OJIBWEFORESTSRALLY

WWW.AMERICANRALLYASSOCIATION.ORG
#OFR17 AND #ARARALLY
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We have taken every reasonable safety
precaution, but unforeseen accidents can
happen. You are at your own risk. Be alert.

Rally cars are spectacular and exciting, but can do the unexpected.
For your safety and the safety of everyone involved with the
Muscatell Ojibwe Forests Rally please:
• Listen to the marshals
• Follow any instructions from rally officials
• Know that signage, barricades and banner
tape are in place for your protection.
Do not move them
• Be aware of your surroundings and use
them as cover from the unexpected and
debris

• Never walk on an active rally stage
• Know that not every rally car will be the
same. Use common sense regarding where
you are watching.
• Speak up. If you are uncomfortable with
something you see tell the rally volunteers.
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Study the Diagrams:

All RED AREAS are ‘NO-GO’.
These areas are extremely dangerous.
“T” Junction

“Y” Junction

“Y” Junction

Cross Road

90 Left Road
At Side
o

90 Right Road
At SIde
o

90 Right

Right Bend

90 Left

Left Bend

o

WHISKER’S WISDOM:

VOLUNTEERS: “Help the volunteers, help them
out. If you see a guy being a little bit of an idiot,
help them out. Tell that guy to back up a bit.
You need to stand behind the tape. 99% of the
time all goes well, but it’s that 1% you have to
watch out for.”

Whiskers is a former Prodrive technician now
living in Minnesota. He is a full time rally car
builder and currently the crew chief for both
cars 90 and 87.

o
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CEREMONIAL START

FRIDAY 12 PM
CARS WILL START THE 2017 RALLY FROM THE NORTHERN LIGHTS CASINO IN
WALKER, MN

PODIUM FINISH

SATURDAY 9 PM
HELP OUR 2017 CHAMPIONS CELEBRATE WITH THE LAKE SIDE PODIUM
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SERVICE LOCATIONS
FRIDAY

- From Walker, MN follow Highway 200/371 east for 5 miles to the Northern Lights Casino.
Use the main entrance and park in the southwest lot. Service crews and teams will be in the reserved northwest lot.
- Time: 2:45-3:45 PM
- Amenities available: Food, Bathrooms, Muscatell Ojibwe Forests Rally and Subaru Swag

SATURDAY

x
-Itasca, MN (Highway 34 from Detroit Lakes, Left onto Co Highway 37, Turn left to stay on Co Highway 37.
Continue onto Co Highway 39 / Long Lost Lake Road. Right onto MN-200 E. Right onto Co Highway 122.)
- Time: 12:15-1:15 PM
- Amenities available: Food and Bathrooms
- Park on the western side of Highway 122 by the Rock Creek General Store
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MAX LAW
A TON - subaru.com/rally
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WHISKER’S WISDOM:

“This is my favorite stage of the whole year.
You can watch from boats or bars. It’s one
of the biggest party stages in the championship, a great place to watch with a beer
in your hand. I recommend getting there
early to get a seat at the bar.”

WHEN TO ARRIVE

Arrive early, at least an hour before the first
car, to get the best locations. Front row spots
near the Pavilion, in the park and near the
bars fill up fast.
Cars run in reverse order

START TIMES
Stage 14 7:25PM
Stage 15 7:45PM
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We have taken every reasonable safety
precaution, but unforeseen accidents can
happen. You are at your own risk. Be alert.
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VIP SPECTATING
EXLUSIVE
VIEWING LOCATIONS
TRANSPORTATION TO
AND FROM STAGES

”LET US MAKE SEEING
THE RALLY EASY”

Purchase: squareup.com/store/ojibwe-forests-rally

WHISKER’S WISDOM:

ojibweforestsrally.com/vip-package/

“I highly recommend everyone go to the
Red Bull jump. It’ll be set up well with porta potties, freebies and it’s one of the more
friendly places for spectators. Definitely go
to the jump.”
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WHISKER’S WISDOM:

“Here there will be some
speed. You’ve got to see
David Higgins, Travis Pastrana and Barry McKenna.
These guys will all be
great to watch. “

RED BULL JUMP

Wide intersection with a slightly off camber
jump. An iconic stage for Minnesota rallies and
always a fan favorite
- Hundreds or possibly even over 1,000
spectators

- Park smart on online one side of the road.
Obey the Marshalls
- Be prepared for bugs, heat and dust
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WHISKER’S WISDOM:

“Most Minnesotans are used
to going up north for a leisure
weekend, but what I would
suggest to the rally spectators
is they need to be prepared for
2 things. Mosquitos, so bring
your bug spray, and storms. It
seems that nearly every year it
can piss down rain on you. For
me, with the rally car, I need to
make sure the car is waterproof.
For the spectators, they need to
have plenty of bug spray and
be prepared for that downpour.”

EVENT HISTORY
PREVIOUS WINNERS

1986: John Buffum/Tom Grimshaw
1987: John Buffum/Tom Grimshaw
1995: Carl Merril/John Bellefleur
1996: Henry Joy IV/Michael Fennell Jr.
1997: Paul Choiniere/Jeff Becker
1998: John Buffum/Doug E Shepherd
1999: Noel Lawler/Charles Bradley
2000: Paul Choiniere/Jeff Becker
2001: Mark Lovell/Steve Turvey
2002: Mark Higgins/Claire Mole
2003: David Higgins/Daniel Barritt
2004: Lauchlin O’Sullivan/Scott Putnam

2005: Stig Blomqvist/Ana Goni
2006: Travis Pastrana/Christian Edstrom
2007: Travis Pastrana/Christian Edstrom
2008: Travis Pastrana/Derek Ringer
2009: Travis Pastrana/Christian Edstrom
2012: Henry Krolikowski/Cynthia Krolokowski
2013: Ken Block/Alessandro Gelsomino
2014: David Higgins/Craig Drew
2015: David Higgins/Craig Drew
2016: David Higgins/Craig Drew

MOST OJIBWE FORESTS
RALLY WINS:

Tied Travis Pastana/David Higgins - 4

MOST OJIBWE FORESTS
RALLY PODIUMS:
Travis Pastrana – 6

LONGEST WINNING STREAK:
Travis Pastrana – 4 (2006-2009)

MOST MANUFACTURER WINS:
Subaru - 11

Cornervore.

The 2017 WRX STI.® A track-tuned suspension, Brembo® brakes, and VDC
with Active Torque Vectoring make for razor-sharp response. What rally
crews learned from decades of race tuning is now an STI you can own
for the street. Love. It’s what makes a Subaru, a Subaru.

WRX STI. Learn more at subaru.com

Subaru and WRX STI are registered trademarks. Brembo is a registered trademark of Freni Brembo S.p.A.

MotorsportsAd6.25x9.25.indd 1

6/1/17 3:30 PM
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR
Welcome back for the 36th Ojibwe Forests Rally! There have been
many changes over the years and
this year is no different. In an effort to
centralize each day of competition,
this year we have moved the headquarters to Walker, MN on Friday,
while still finishing the race in Detroit
Lakes on Saturday.
The Northern Lights Casino has
been a very welcoming partner.
They are graciously providing the rally everything from the Parc Exposé
on Friday morning, to letting us use
their parking lot for service throughout the day and prepared food
during service. I am excited to have
all of our Friday activities located in
one spot that will allow for a better
experience for all.

The City of Detroit Lakes community welcomed us six years ago and
continues to support our new ideas,
letting us race on some of the busiest
streets in the area. This year we are
changing the format of the street stage, having a turnaround to allow for
a much better viewing experience for
you. We couldn’t have asked for more
and look forward to working with these great people for years to come.
This is a big year for the Muscatell Auto Group. They have built an
amazing new Subaru dealership in
Moorhead, MN and have once again
committed to being our event sponsor. For that I am forever thankful,
knowing you have an event sponsor ready to support you every year
makes it that much easier.

MESSAGE FROM MUSCATELL
I want to thank all of our loyal Muscatell customers and I’m happy to
report the new store is complete!
Now located off Interstate 94 in
Moorhead is our new modern Subaru
facility. The drive-thru service drop-off
has been especially popular for quick
service and a car wash. Customers can
choose one of three customer lounges to relax in, while enjoying a quick
complimentary snack and a beverage.
Also any one of our sales team would
be happy to give you a tour.

MEET & GREET
August 23rd: 6:00 - 8:00 P.M.
Muscatell Subaru
2911 11th Street South
Moorhead, MN 56560

Muscatell Subaru is a proud sponsor of the Ojibwe Forests Rally for the
6th straight year. It will once again
end in Detroit Lakes with the exciting
street stage along the lake. Join us
for action-packed fun.
As is our tradition, the drivers will
be available for autographs and
selfies prior to the race on Wednesday, August 23rd from 6-8:00pm.
This event has become a fan favorite for the whole family through the
years.

So, what’s new this year? Our live
streaming will be more inclusive
and cover more stages than ever
before. We’ve also been working
with the American Rally Association
to bring you live tracking and timing
throughout the event. Go to the ARA
website to download their ARARally
app and keep up with your favorite
team!
Thank you for attending our event.
We do this for you, our competitors,
our volunteers and our fans. Have
fun, but be safe. Motorsports is exciting and fun, but it can be dangerous.
Please listen to our volunteers, their
goal is YOUR safety.
JonathanAtkins
Chairman

From me to you, a big thank you,
for 21 years of support and business.
I have loved growing up in the Fargo-Moorhead area and now raising
my family here.
I hope to see you at the race!
Sincerely,
Ward Muscatell
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AUTOGRAPHS
— Sponsored by Subaru.net —

Supporting rally in
Minnesota since 1997
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THANK YOU
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THE MUSCATELL OJIBWE FORESTS RALLY
ORGANIZING COMMITTEE WISH TO THANK THOSE
THAT HAVE HELPED MAKE THIS YEAR POSSIBLE.
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FIVE EVENTS
DOWN AND THREE
CHAMPIONSHIPS
YET TO BE DECIDED
Here’s how the competition stacks up
heading into the final American Rally
Association event of the season, the
Muscatell Ojibwe Forests Rally.

At the front, the overall and open class
championship battles between the two
Subaru Rally Team USA teams are going
down to the wire. Travis Pastrana and David
Higgins both have a chance of winning
them, but Higgins has the advantage.
Higgins has three wins to Pastrana’s two,
meaning the #199 team needs to finish
first to keep Pastrana’s championship
alive. If that happens, the champion will be
determined by stage finishing positions over
the entire season. Heading into the final
rally weekend, Higgins has the lead in this,
but by only two points. This championship
could very well be decided on the final
stage in Detroit Lakes.
The fight in Restricted Open 4WD is the
closest of all the battles this season.
Just three points separate championship
leader Travis Nease from a hard charging
Jeff Seehorn. This class is the tortoise and
the hair incarnate. Seehorn is fast, but
has suffered from mechanical troubles for
most of the season. Nease runs at more
measured pace and brings it home every
event. Both drivers have class wins under
their belt this season and both have a
chance to take the championship.
Production 4WD sees the Minnesotabased CPD Racing USA team’s Lauchlin
O’Sullivan trailing Dennis Romero by 3
points in the championship standings.
Last month, at NEFR, Romero moved up
to first after O’Sullivan suffered a rallyending crash in a high speed corner
complex. O’Sullivan has the pace to win,
but will need to bounce back quickly from
his roll. Romero is a consistent points
finisher and isn’t expected to let go of his
lead without a fight.
The 2WD championship is the only one
decided ahead of Ojibwe. Toyota Racing’s
Ryan Millen and co-driver Rhianon
Gelsomino locked up their title at last
month’s New England Forest Rally.
Though that doesn’t mean there isn’t an
achievement left to earn in this class.
Millen and Gelsomino are one win away
from a perfect season, having won the
previous five ARA events. Can they make
it six for six and solidify their place in the
North American rally history books?

DAVID HIGGINS

Eight time American Rally champion, David Higgins is an incredibly accomplished rally
driver from the Isle of Man. The Subaru Rally Team USA driver has won every national
event in North America at least once and has set a huge number of records along the
way. Higgins is a well-respected performance driving instructor throughout the world.
When he isn’t racing in the states, he often travels the world doing one-on-one rally
coaching to drivers of every level. Tied for first in the ARA championship with his SRT
USA teammate, Higgins will leverage his experience and fight until the final stage.

TRAVIS PASTRANA

One of action sports’ most iconic figures, Travis Pastrana is a hugely successful freestyle motocrosser and co-founder of the Nitro Circus collective. In 2004, Pastrana
began to transfer his motocross talent into rally skill and candidly refers to rallying as
“motocross with a roll-cage.” It turns out that he has a talent for both and proved it by
becoming a four-time AmericanrRally champion. After a several-year break from rally
to drive in NASCAR and Rallycross, Pastrana is back in rally full time with Subaru Rally
Team USA. After a close call at NEFR, Pastrana pushed the championship to Ojibwe. It
all comes down to these final stages of 2017.

BARRY MCKENNA

Irish tarmac specialist Barry McKenna jumped into the North American rally scene last
year driving a MKII Ford Escort. This year, McKenna made waves again by bringing
a Ford Fiesta S2000 Turbo into the United States. The car is one of the fastest in the
country and McKenna, along with co-driver Leon Jordan, have spent the season getting up to speed in the new hardware. With his confidence growing, McKenna has
started taking overall stage wins and looks to be a future force in the ARA.

JEFF SEEHORN

Owner, operator, builder and driver for the Seehorn Rally Team, Jeff Seehorn exemplifies the privateer racing spirit. Racing for most of his life, Seehorn started his career
off-road racing motorcycles before taking on tarmac with road-racing bikes. In 2015
Seehorn transitioned from two wheels to four and made an immediate impact on the
rally scene with his fast speed and brave driving. This year, he’s teamed up with veteran
co-driver Karen Jankowski to challenge for his first national championship in RO4WD.

TRAVIS NEASE

DirtFish Rally School instructor Travis Nease puts classroom theory into real world practice in the ARA National Championship. Nease has always been athletic, competing in
endurance mountain bike racing before getting into rally. The Army veteran recently
retired “Snowflake” his trusted 2004 Subaru STi. In its place is an all new 2016 Subaru
STi build that is proving just as reliable as their last, despite losing a brake caliper at
NEFR. Nease and co-driver Krista Skucas currently lead the RO4WD championship by
3 points thanks to their level-headed driving and measured pace.

LAUCHLIN O’SULLIVAN

North American rally veteran driver and local favorite CPD Racing USA Team driver
Lauchlin O’Sullivan has a lot of experience at Ojibwe, winning the event overall in 2004
and boasting several class wins since then. His co-driver, Scott Putnam, is the owner
of Minnesota-based CPD Racing USA and a champion in his own right. The pair are
known for fast and consistent driving, often finishing ahead of higher-classed vehicles.
O’Sullivan and Putnam, are looking to bounce back from a crash at NEFR last month
and secure the Production 4WD class championship.

RYAN MILLEN

Recently crowned ARA 2WD Champion, Ryan Millen has driven countless Toyota vehicles to victory in nationally ranked off-road events. Son of legendary off-road driver Rod
Millen, Ryan was exposed to the ins and outs of competitive racing from birth and at a
young age set his sights on becoming one of the top rally racers in the world. Millen and
co-driver Rhianon Gelsomino secured the ARA 2WD championship at NEFR and will be
looking to complete a perfect season, winning 6 times in 6 events, at Ojibwe.

DAVE WALLINGFORD

Freelance audio engineer Dave Wallingford has only been rallying for two years, but
you wouldn’t know it from his pace. In his short time competing, Wallingford has proven his natural talent for driving. Going from learning how to drive a manual transmission to a class podium finish at WRC Rally Mexico in just over a year. Dave is in the car
as often as possible. He and co-driver Leanne Junnila are representing the Team O’Neil
Rally School at every national rally event in the country this year and are also tied for
second in the FIA NACAM championship.

www.RecreationalSalvage.com

Your #1 online recreational salvage auction site!

SNOWMOBILES • ATVS • MOTORCYCLES
CAMPERS • BOATS • JET SKIS • MISC
REGISTER TO BID TODAY!
1682 U.S. Highway #10 East • Detroit Lakes, MN 56501 • 218-844-3033

